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The Aerosim Story
In 1993, Aerosim was founded based on a discussion with an airline
pilot who was explaining how complicated the Flight Management
System was in the aircraft. The challenge was no one could produce
an FMS training solution on a desktop computer.
1998-2005: Incredible growth period with product line
2009: Acquisition of Delta Connection Academy
2010: Aerosim Training Solutions founded (Part 142)
Today, Aerosim delivers training solutions and products to three main
customer bases:
 Pilot Training for an ab-initio through Type Rating
 Airlines and Training Centers
 Government and Military
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Generational Shift Occurring in
Aviation Training
 Management acceptance of new training technology
 Students going to flight academies for a direct career path to 
become a professional pilot
 New levels of economic accountability forcing a holistic “rethink” of 
how to best train pilots and technicians
Technology is Advancing
 Improving the quality of simulated training, while creating efficiency 
and reducing costs
 Lower cost training devices offset time in the Full Flight Simulator
 Distance learning, mobile devices enables training anytime, 
anywhere
 Reducing costs and footprint









New Global Economy 









To challenge the status quo of the aviation training continuum.
The Aerosim approach?
Supplying the world with better pilots by harnessing technology to shift training
effectiveness earlier in the continuum.
Your pilots don’t just fly. They are on a journey. One, continuous mission to be
the best, most consistent pilots they can be. That’s why at Aerosim, we approach
training with the same dedication to continuum.








Learning Management System (LMS)
All products are designed to interface with an LMS
for progress tracking, recording and course
completion data. LMS Progress reports available.
Content is AICC / SCORM compliant.
Systems Knowledge
Cockpit Familiarization
Study tool to help pilots prepare for their oral
exam and checkride by delivering detailed
system information for every panel, switch, light,
and display in the flight deck.
Systems Knowledge
Aircraft Systems & General Subjects
Provides structured courseware learning with
multiple distance learning deployment methods.







Scenario-based and interactive lesson teaching 
every step of FMS, autoflight, and navigation 





Generates exams based on aircraft system
categories and desired number of questions.
Start a quick exam or create custom exams, and




Within one application, Systems Knowledge combines the tools
necessary to master cockpit familiarization, aircraft systems,
general subjects, and FMS skills.
Benefits:
 Self-paced Learning/Distance Learning
 Mastery of Aircraft Systems, General Subjects, and FMS
 Reduced in-house Training Costs
 Self-assessment and Testing Capabilities
 Learning Management System (LMS) with Administrative Access (Students 
Reports)
 Additional options can be added to Suite (ex. ACARS Trainer, Free-Play FMST)

